Drive the power
of sharing
immediate access to the vehicle you need
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What is it?
Volvero is a drive sharing app.
Owners can share their vehicles with
a community of drivers.
Creates the possibility to have a car,
a motorcycle or a commercial
vehicle in an efficient and
sustainable way.
It saves you time and money.

Do you still remember
your last car rental
experience?

Probably yes
According to the reviews left by
users like you it was a terrible one.

• Cumbersome rental process,
• waiting time,
• uncertainty in price and vehicle
delivered ..

James Watson

Rachel Perry

The perfect
solution
Volvero is the app for sharing vehicles.
Private owners and businesses monetize
by allowing drivers to have access to
their vehicles when unused.
Use of an advanced and patented

William McCann

technology based on data analytics.

With an unique insurance coverage.

New way to generate income

Car dealers

Corporates

Private Owners

Through Volvero, car dealers are

They own fleets of vehicles that can

Thanks to our revolutionary

allowed to rent vehicles while

be shared among their employees,

insurance policy that is

unsold and car rentals can have a

local communities or even tourists,

provided with every share, all

unique and completely digital

thus generating an extra source of

private owners can now share

touchpoint with their current

income, free publicity and boost

ownership costs of their vehicles,

customers.

their SDG activities.

becoming direct providers for
people in need.

Why shared mobility?
Relocation

Vacation for a week

volvero

for few days

Social event

Takes ages, crowded, does

Does not let you carry bulky

Does not reach the area at

not reach the destination.

objects.

night or it is unsafe.

Too expensive, age and

Too much hassle,

It is not worth it for one

driving experience limit.

paperwork and money.

evening.

Fast, easy, affordable.

No paperwork, no stress,

Safe and flexible. Improve

Enjoy the holiday with the

perfect for running

your social life and feel

vehicle of your dream.

errands for the new house.

free to move.

Inflexible and expensive.

Why now?
Society

Economy

Technology

Covid-19 impact:

Vehicle dealers and car rentals

Innovations in IT are making

- public transport down 80%

are looking for new business

vehicles sharing an option.

- car sharing up 100%

models.
Telematics, AI & data analysis,

Citizens are aware of the

OEMs and industry players are

connected devices and

importance of urgent actions

pouring money in the domain.

gamification.

Sharing economy is growing

Real time and on demand

fast: 4x per year.

insurance policies.

for fighting climate change.
People are massively turning to
shared economy platforms.

Market size

$200B
Global Car Sharing Market
Target: 24M users in 2030 for a
GMV of $9B

$60B
SAM

$2B
SOM

Potential users worldwide: 600M|
Market share 20%: 120M

Market

Why us?

Streamlined insurance
Real time
On-demand
Damages
Thefts

Technology*
TRANSPARENCY: E-Passport
NON REPUDIATION: Smart contracts
SECURITY: Data Protection

Dirt

EFFICIENCY: Transaction speed

Road assistance

ACCOUNTABILITY: Gamification

Legal assistance

CONFIDENTIALITY: Embedded telematics
*4 patents + 1 TM + 1 IP

Our current users
Drivers

Owners

350 users

75 vehicles available

Founders

Marco Filippi | CEO

Kayode Alao | COO

M.Sc. in Quants, Master in
Private Equity, Certificate in
Tech Entrepreneurship
@Stanford

Mentor @Entrepreneurship
World Cup M.Eng. University
of Cape Town, Master from
Politecnico Milano

Advisory Board

Olga Eigelson | IT

Emre Yigit Alparslan | IT
Serial entrepreneur and AI expert
Telematics patent holder
Launched 10 international products
Bachelor in comp. science
@middle east tech university

15 years in the IT
Sr. Full stack developer
Bachelor @Israel Institute of
Technology - Technion

Lorenza Morandini

Antonio Severino

Ettore Sinnona

Assim Ishaque

Partner @Angels4Women
Professor @LUISS business
school Ex BCG. INSEAD Fellow

Ex marketing manager
@SPOTIFY
Director at WAVEMAKER

President of Rotary Club
35+ years in finance and
legal

Serial entrepreneur in greentech; Coach for the EIT
Acceleration Program Podcast
author: The Entrepreneurs Trust

Strategy

Business
Model

Gross Merchandise
Volume

$43M

$11.5M

A % fee on
each
transaction

$3.6M

USERS

$0.6M

$65k

$90k
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Our current investors | CAP Table
Name

Amount ($)

Date

Ownership %

Founders

50.000

2019

92%

Impact Hub Accelator

50.000

2019

4%

Business Angel

25.000

2019

1%

The European Institute of
Technology (Urban Mobility)

100.000

2021

3%

Various grants (H2020, national
and regional schemes)

200.000

2020 - 2022

0%

The Ask
Investment round - $1M* (50% soft committed)
June 2022

18 months runway
App delivered to 4k users
Product & R&D
27%

Other

13%
Sales &

Marketing

Team

27%

enlargement
33%

800 vehicles in the marketplace
Live in 2 countries
GMV for $350k

Appendix

The app
UX & UI flow

Payments

Smooth and fast thanks to the most advanced

Done via Paypal, Stripe, credit cards,

programming languages and frameworks.

debit cards and crypto wallets.

100% digital

Telematics

From the booking process till the return of the

Data collected through sensors is used for

vehicle. In case of damages or emergencies,

monitoring, insurance purposes and

everything is managed in the Volvero app.

gamification.

Uniqueness
User Experience

Accessibility

Innovation

SMOOTH LISTING & RENTING

FOR ANY USER

BUSINESS MODEL

PROCESS

For both business and private

A hybrid of p2p and b2c thanks

Users can easily browse the app

users, with limited age or

to our innovative insurance

and complete their checkout

experience restrictions.

policy.

seamless solution, 100% digital.

INTERNATIONALLY

TECHNOLOGY

No more queues, paperwork,

Thanks to our smart contracts,

Blockchain and AI powered

hassles.

unique insurance, and

Telematics for complete data

professional network Volvero

security and tracking of driving

doesn’t have geographical

behavior.

with an efficiently designed

restrictions within EU.

Appendix

Competitors
COMPETITORS
A marketplace for cars, motorcycles, small trucks,
recreative vehicles
100% digital, no paperwork or queues

All-EU insurance coverage: ability to scale fast

International patent for telematics solution that tracks and
improves driving behaviour

Integrated Blockchain for complete data security and
transactions’ speed

For both business and private users, with no age or
geographical restrictions

Insurance
Two years were dedicated to the
development of the perfect insurance

policy designed for vehicle sharing
marketplaces.
In collaboration with a worldwide carrier,
Europ Assistance
we defined a one of a kind winning solution. Our
insurance is triggered the moment the share starts and is
active until the end of the sharing period.

Vehicles

Users

24/7 road and towing assistance

Accessible and affordable for everyone

Adaptable to cars, motorcycles, small trucks

Adaptable to both businesses owners

Glasses damages protection

Cross national

Fully integrated assistance alert and claim

35.000$ legal assistance

Process: everything can be done through the app

No frozen amounts on credit cards for renting
vehicles
It applies to a wide range of drivers: 21 to 65 yrs

Blockchain
Volvero leverages Corda’s blockcahin for drivers and owners to deal with a more reliable service. It is the only possible
solution to create an ecosystem in which data can be collected, transmitted, stored and consulted in a safe way.

Smart Contracts

Scoring system

“Passport” feature

For dynamic and tailormade

Data collected via driver’s

Owners' and drivers' data are

insurance policies. e.g. a

mobile phone are used to

stored on the blockchain,

smart contract is activated

assessing their driving

allowing complete control

when a user accross

behaviour.

over user identities and

national border.

vehicle conditions.

Climate Impact
Reduction of vehicles in the streets by sharing is more
efficient;
Reduction in request for parking - reuse of the public

ground;
Fewer vehicles purchased - natural resources wasted in
the production process are saved (water, oil, energy);
Our gamification system enhances driving behaviors
thus reducing emissions;
Inequalities among population are reduced as everyone
has better access to more suitable vehicles whenever it is
needed.

A positive impact on the environment
Volvero also comes with a relevant impact on saving natural resources, decreasing
pollution and optimizing urban areas.

96%

of time vehicles remain unused

To produce one vehicle

20%
global emissions are generated by vehicles

30%
of urban areas are occupied by vehicles

2,100

2,146

7,5 tons

2,900 kWh

liters of

liters of

of CO2

of Energy

water

oil

info@volvero.com | Linkedin | Facebook

